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Recommender Systems and Misinformation: The Problem or the
Solution?
MIRIAM FERNANDEZ, Open University
ALEJANDRO BELLOGÍN∗, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
Recommender Systems have been pointed as one of the major culprits of misinformation spreading in the digital sphere.
These systems have recently gone under heavy criticism for promoting the creation of filter bubbles, lowering the diversity of
information users are exposed to and the social contacts they create. This influences the dynamics of social news sharing, and
particularly the ways misinformation initiates and propagates. However, while Recommender Systems have been accused of
fuelling the spread of misinformation, it is still unclear which particular types of recommender algorithms are more prone
to recommend misinforming news, and if, and how, existing recommendation algorithms and evaluation metrics, can be
modified or adapted to mitigate the misinformation spreading effect. In this position paper, we describe some of the key
challenges behind assessing and measuring the effect of existing recommendation algorithms on the recommendation of
misinforming articles and how such algorithms could be adapted, modified, and evaluated to counter this effect based on
existing social science and psychology research.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: misinformation, news, recommender systems
1 INTRODUCTION
Misinformation has become a common part of our digital media environments, and it is compromising the ability
of our societies to form informed opinions [14]. It generates misperceptions, which affect our decision making
processes in many domains, including economy, health, environment, or elections. In 2016, post-truth was chosen
by the Oxford Dictionary as the word of the year, after achieving a 2000% increase “in the context of the EU
referendum in the United Kingdom and the presidential election in the United States”. Today, in the context
of a global pandemic, misinformation has led to tragic results, including links to assaults, arson and deaths.1
Although misinformation is a common problem in all media, it is exacerbated in digital social media due to the
speed and ease in which posts are spread. The social web enables people to spread information rapidly without
confirmation of truth, and to paraphrase this information to fit their intentions and present beliefs [22].
Multiple factors influence the spread of misinformation online including: (i) the ways in which information is
constructed and presented [12, 34], (ii) the users’ personality, values and emotions [20, 32], (iii) the architectural
characteristics of the digital platformswhere such information is spread (i.e., the structure of the social networks,
constraints on the type of messages or sharing permissions, etc.) [1] and (iv) the algorithms that power the
recommendation of information within those platforms.2 While multiple works have concentrated on studying
∗Both authors contributed equally to this research.
1https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/stories-52731624
2https://www.wired.com/story/creating-ethical-recommendation-engines/, https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/how-
facebook-groups-are-being-exploited-to-spread
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the effect of different types of information, users and digital platforms on the spread of misinformation, we argue
in this paper that there is a need to further explore the effect of existing algorithms on the recommendation of
false and misleading information.
As mediators of online information consumption, recommendation algorithms have been strongly criticised
for becoming unintended means for the amplification and distribution of misinformation [25].3 This problem
is rooted in the core design and principles in which these algorithms are based. The assumption that users are
interested in items that are similar to the ones for which they expressed a preference in the past, or in items that
are liked by users that are similar to them, helps build up and boost the so-called “echo-chambers”. Moreover, in
their attempt to deliver relevant suggestions, recommendation algorithms are prone to amplify biases, such as
popularity and homogeneity biases [3, 18]. Echo-chambers and biases may limit the exposure of users to diverse
points of view, potentially making them vulnerable to misinformation.
Aiming to break these echo-chambers and to reduce the spread of misinformation, different online platforms are
applying different strategies. Twitter, for example, started recommending popular tweets into the feeds of people
who did not subscribe to the accounts that posted them. This approach, of providing popular opposing views,
was however heavily criticised for amplifying inflammatory political rhetoric and misinformation.4 Additionally,
research indicates that presenting people with corrective information is likely to fail in changing their salient
beliefs and opinions, or may, even, reinforce them [16]. People often struggle to change their beliefs even after
finding out that the information they already accepted is incorrect or misleading. Nevertheless, some strategies
have been found to be effective in correcting misperceptions, such as exposing users to related but disconfirming
stories [4], or revealing the demographic similarity of the opposing group [16].
In this paper we argue that, while recommendation algorithms have been heavily criticised for promoting the
spread of misinformation, a more in-depth investigation is needed to better understand which of these algorithms
are more prone or susceptible of spreading misinformation, under which circumstances, and how the internal
functioning of such systems could be modified, or adapted, to counter their misinformation recommendation
behaviour. The next section presents our proposed research vision, and the different research building blocks we
envision are needed to target this problem.
2 RESEARCH DIMENSIONS AND CHALLENGES
Understanding which recommendation algorithms are more prone to spread misinformation, and under which
circumstances is not a trivial problem. Misinformation spreading is a problem with a high number of dimensions
that interrelate to one another, some of them also affecting what recommendation algorithms learn and therefore,
how they will later on behave. Similarly, adapting such algorithms to counter their misinformation recommen-
dation behaviour requires an in-depth understanding not only of the internal mechanisms of such algorithms,
but also of the data they manipulate, the users they serve, and the platforms they operate in. In this section, we
present our vision on how to address these problems based on four key building blocks or research dimensions,
and we discuss the challenges associated to each of them. The proposed research dimensions are represented in
Figure 1, together with how they interrelate with one another.
The first one, Misinformation: Problem Dimensions, aims to understand what are the different dimensions of
the misinformation problem, and within them, the aspects that may affect the behaviour of recommendation
algorithms (e.g., the users, the type of information, etc.). The second one, Analysis of Recommendation Algorithms,
refers to the need of conducting in-depth investigations of the different existing recommendation algorithms
(content-based, collaborative filtering such asmatrix factorisation, demographic- and knowledge-based techniques,
3https://www.niemanlab.org/2020/01/youtubes-algorithm-is-pushing-climate-misinformation-videos-and-their-creators-are-profiting-
from-it/
4https://edition.cnn.com/2019/03/22/tech/twitter-algorithm-political-rhetoric/index.html
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Fig. 1. Research Dimensions
and so on) and how their internal mechanisms may improve or worsen the spread of misinformation. The third
one, Human-centred Evaluation, refers to the need of modifying existing evaluation methods and metrics to target
not only the enhancement of content and/or user similarity, or user satisfaction, but maybe promoting some
degree of dissimilarity and cognitive dissonance that could help users to break their filter bubbles. The fourth
dimension, Adaptation, Modification and Vigilance, refers to the investigation of the different ways in which
existing algorithms could be modified and adapted to counter their misinformation recommendation behaviour.
Vigilance refers to the need of constant monitoring to ensure that: (i) the dynamics of misinformation are captured
over time, and that algorithms are adapted accordingly and, (ii) that the proposed adaptations do not back-fire or
introduce any additional ethical issues (e.g., algorithmic adaptations that may reduce the recommendation of
misinformation, but that tend to promote misinformation of a more harmful nature should not be considered
successful).
As we can see in Figure 1, these four research dimensions closely interrelate with one another. The inner
circle of the figure touches on the first three research dimensions. These dimensions encapsulate the first part
of the investigation, understanding the effect of recommendation algorithms on the spread of misinformation.
The outer circle also includes the fourth dimension, i.e, investigating how these algorithms could be modified
to counter their harmful behaviour. Arrows in and out of these dimensions indicate how they influence one
another. Understanding the different variables that affect the problem of misinformation (the types of content,
the types of users, etc.) is key to assess which of those variables may also affect the development, training and
learning of recommendation algorithms. Similarly, understanding the internal mechanisms of such algorithms,
in conjunction with the problem of misinformation, is necessary to design appropriate evaluation protocols
that, while effectively satisfying the users’ information needs, also palliate the recommendation of misleading
information. Research centred in all these four dimensions is needed to better comprehend if, and how, we could
improve existing recommendation mechanisms.
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2.1 Misinformation: Problem Dimensions
As mentioned earlier, misinformation is a problem with multiple dimensions (human, sociological, technological).
We will mention here some of the most prominent ones closely related to the development of recommendation
algorithms. Note that this does not aim to be an exhaustive list, and more research is needed to identify the
various dimensions that may intersect between recommendation and misinformation.
Content is an important dimension of the misinformation problem, and also a key one to consider in the
creation, assessment and adaptation of recommendation algorithms. In the case of our proposed vision, we
consider that the items to be recommended are online news. News can be present in various forms (as news
paper articles, blog posts, social media posts, etc.) and discuss a wide range of topics (health, elections, disasters,
etc.). These items are not only textual, but sometimes include information in different formats, like images or
videos. Note that combinations of these formats are frequently used to propagate misinformation (e.g., a news
title linked with an image from a different place, or from a different time). The framing of misinforming articles
also varies between false news, rumours, conspiracy theories, misleading content [34]. Other important elements
to consider about content are their origin (news outlets, social contacts, public figures, etc.) as well as the time
when they are posted. Note that recency is particularly relevant on the recommendation of news items. All these
aspects of the content need to be considered in the design and adaptation of news recommendation algorithms.
Users are a key dimension of the misinformation problem, and a core one of the functioning of recommendation
algorithms. Multiple works have therefore studied the effect of different motivations [9], personalities [36], values
[26], and emotions [32] and their effect on misinformation, as well as the susceptibility of users [33]. For example,
extroverts and individuals with high cooperativeness and high reward dependence are foundedmore prone to share
misinformation [9]. Psychology also shows that individuals with higher anxiety levels are more likely to spread
misinformation [17]. These aspects have demonstrated to influence users in the spreading of misinformation,
hence it would be important to consider and capture them, as much as possible, during the construction of user
profiles for recommendation.
Platform and Network features. Platforms that distribute online information are designed differently and
therefore facilitate the spread of misinformation in different ways. Content limitations (e.g., Twitter and its
280 character limitation for posts), ability to share information and select the subsets of users with whom such
information is shared (sharing permissions), the ability to vote (e.g., Reddit) or to express emotions for content (e.g.
Facebook), are important aspects of platform design that may shape the content, the way information spreads,
and the social network structure. The typology and topology of the network structure is also a key factor of
misinformation dynamics [14].
Other dimensions of the misinformation problem that may affect the development of recommendation al-
gorithms include: the global events or the developments happening in the world in a particular moment in
time, the ethics of information (tensions between privacy and security, censorship, cultural differences, etc.),
the presence of malicious actors including bots or crowdturfing (where crowdworkers are hired to support and
propagate arguments or claims, simulating grassroots social movement), or the presence of checked facts within
the information space.
2.2 Analysis of Recommendation Algorithms
A key aspect of our research is to understand which recommendation techniques are more prone to suggest misin-
formative items to users. For this, we need to select a representative pool of algorithms to test against appropriate
datasets, among the well-known collaborative filtering (CF), content-based (CB), and hybrid techniques [28].
The recommender systems literature is mostly focused on CF, since these methods can be applied to any
domain, only requiring user-item interactions, not needing additional item features or metadata. Studying these
methods may help us to better understand whether the user-item interactions could help, by themselves, to
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spread or avoid misinformative items, since these models neglect any information about the items and their
misinformative features. Our main hypothesis is that, since CF algorithms tend to reproduce the tastes of the
majority [7], they will probably follow the trend (either spreading or avoiding misinformative items) for those
topics where an opinion is already established by most of the community. Nonetheless, it should also be noted
that, since the user’s previous activity is also considered, this effect may not be so clear, paving the way for
dynamic approaches that combine personalised with global models to avoid propagating misinformation.
While CB techniques are less common in the area, techniques based on tags or ’short texts’ (such as reviews,
or other user generated content) [10, 31] have attracted attention due to their ability to consider the content of
the items and adapt in more detail to the domain at hand. In this particular context, where news items are the
ones to be recommended, it is important to analyse their textual content. This requests to study recommendation
algorithms dealing with natural language and its inherent subtleties (synonyms, negation, sarcasm, etc.). An
in-depth algorithmic survey is therefore required to better understand the impact of these techniques in the
recommendation of misinformation. This includes classical and hybrid collaborative algorithms [15, 19], and more
recent methods aimed at understanding the natural language by, for instance, using Neural Networks [2, 11].
When analysing recommendation algorithms it is also particularly important to study how to define user
and item profiles [10]. Multiple representations could be considered: using the full content of the news items, a
summary, or even some tags or categories assigned to each item. Explicit modelling of whether an item contains
misinformation or not, although helpful, might put these techniques in an unfair position with respect to the
CF methods described before. This information should therefore not be included in the studied models, at least
in the first stages, so that a fairer assessment of the recommendation algorithms, and their tendency to spread
misinformative items, can be conducted.
To the best of our knowledge, the current state-of-the-art on recommender systems does not answer impor-
tant questions around whether, how, and which, recommender systems tend to spread misinformation. Some
connections can be made with the popularity-diversity bias analysed in the context of CF [35], where algorithms
optimised for accuracy tend to be biased towards popular items, while returning not novel and not diverse recom-
mendations. Similarly, CB algorithms are well-known for their portfolio effect and content overspecialisation [6].
It is therefore expected that if a user tends to consume misinformative items these algorithms might reinforce
such content. However, since this may occur in a user basis, its global effect in the community needs to be
properly analysed.
2.3 Human-centred Evaluation
Traditionally, “relevancy” has been considered as the primary dimension to determine the quality of recommen-
dations. We hypothesise that ‘relevancy’, andmetrics that target user satisfaction, may not be the most effective
ones when aiming to reduce the impact and spread of misinformation. Algorithms promoting a certain degree of
cognitive dissonance and metrics that focus on computing a balanced degree of user satisfaction and discomfort
may be more suitable to assess and combat misperceptions.
Moreover, in order to detect and contrast the spread of misinformation, we need datasets where some items
have already been labelled or identified as such. Examples of these datasets include the NELA-GT-2018 dataset5,
which contains 713 articles collected between 02/2018-11/2018 directly from 194 news and media outlets including
mainstream, hyper-partisan, and conspiracy sources, or the more recent COVID-19 dataset generated by fact-
checkers in more than 70 countries.6 However, since we want to apply personalisation algorithms, we also
need user profiles and ratings, which are not available in these data sources. Considering that the research on
news recommendation is increasing in the last years, an alternative that could be considered is to combine
5https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/ULHLCB
6https://www.poynter.org/ifcn-covid-19-misinformation/
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public datasets containing user profiles (such as NewsReel [21]) with the previously mentioned labelled datasets.
However, it is very likely that the coverage and overlap between those datasets is not large, it might be even
minimal. As we can see, the creation of datasets for the evaluation of recommender systems in the context of
misinformation spreading requires very careful consideration for the selection and construction of items, profiles
and ratings.
Besides the problem of acquiring ground truth data, in order to derive user-centric evaluation metrics that
could capture, at the same time, the degree of user satisfaction and cognitive discomfort, we need to come up with
a satisfactory answer to the following question: how can we measure when the task has been successfully addressed?
This translates into assessing that the misinformation has decreased, but, at the same time, that relevant and
hopefully novel, diverse, and out-of-the-bubble content is still presented to the user. We foresee a combination of
metrics and evaluation dimensions should be analysed to somehow overcome this problem, in particular, from
recent works focused on fairness and transparency [13], information dynamics [29], beyond-accuracy metrics [8],
and other biases and characteristics that should be considered [5, 24].
2.4 Adaptation, Modification and Vigilance
Combating misinformation is a complex task, and there is consensus in psychology literature that simply
presenting people with corrective information is likely to fail in changing their salient beliefs and opinions,
or may, even, reinforce them [23]. People often struggle to change their beliefs even after finding out that the
information they already accepted is incorrect [30]. Nevertheless, some strategies have been found to be effective
in correcting misperceptions, such as providing an explanation rather than a simple refute, exposing users to
related but disconfirming stories, or revealing similarities with the opposing group [14].
We believe that the adaptation of existing algorithms to counter the misinformation recommendation problem
should build on existing social science and psychology theory, such as the one presented above. We therefore
need to better profile users in order to capture their motivations and behaviours when spreading misinformation.
We also need to adapt recommendation algorithms in a way that recommendations are not solely based on
reinforcing similarity, but on introducing small degrees of opposing views, or content from opposing groups, so
that similarities between those groups are also highlighted, and explanations can be provided.
More specifically, we could propose recommendation techniques that, instead of being focused on the notion of
similarity between users and content, they could be based on the notion of similarity (for users) and dissimilarity
(for content), i.e., on the idea of providing divergent views from similar users. This is based on the hypothesis that
sharing disconfirming stories from users that hold a degree of similarity could help correcting misperceptions [4,
16]. Furthermore, assuming we would observe a potential trade-off between personalisation (or at least, some
bias coming from some families of techniques) and misinformation propagation, we could propose hybrid
recommender systems that address these issues, probably at the expense of lower accuracy or strength of user
preferences.
3 DISCUSSION
Breaking the cycle that occurs when misinforming news break and are spread through social and digital platforms
is paramount. One of the key components of this problem are the recommendation algorithms that power these
digital platforms, often accused of feeding and reinforcing such cycle – because of their important role in exposing
users to filtered subsets of information –. We argue in this paper that, instead of being solely part of the problem,
recommendation algorithms could become part of the solution. This requires a better understanding of how
their existing internal mechanisms reinforce the problem of misinformation, and how such mechanisms could
be adapted to counter it. Our hypothesis is that this adaptation should be built on existing social science and
psychology theory. Studies from these fields have investigated this problem for years, and the behaviours and
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motivations that are more commonly associated with the spread of misinformation, as well as the potential
mechanisms to palliate this effect. With this goal in mind, our research vision revolves around the four building
blocks presented before: understanding the dimensions of the misinformation problem, analysing the impact of
different recommendation strategies on spreading misinformation, adapting and modifying evaluation methods
and metrics to properly assess these effects on users, and investigating how the algorithms could be modified to
counter their misinformation behaviour.
While our proposal is related with the principles of Fairness, Accountability and Transparency (FAT), it
provides a step forward existing works, which are mainly focused on reducing biases and discrimination. Our
aim is to address the problem of misinformation, but not by means of fact-checked information (which is
expensive to obtain), or by detecting and containing malicious accounts and messages (which keep propagating),
but by translating successful misinformation management strategies from social science research [4, 16] into
computational recommendation models, while allowing to break the filter bubbles that tend to appear when
using recommender systems [27].
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